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I. INTRODUCTION 
We are concerned with symmetry classes of tensors as defined in [5]. 
Throughout V is an n-dimensional complex vector space and @“V is the 
space of m contravariant tensors over Z’. I f  e, ,..., e, is any basis of V then 
@“V has the basis 
es = e,s(,) 0 ... 0 es(m) (‘1 
where s runs over r,,., , the set of all sequences of length m chosen from 
(l,..., n}. Thus @““V has dimension nnr. Let G be a subgroup of S,,, , the group 
of all permutations of { I,..., m}. A linear character of G is a group homo- 
morphism X: G - @* where @* is the multiplicative group of nonzero 
complex numbers. Q’e denote the corresponding symmetry class by VXm(G). 
The range of a symmetry operator 5’: 0” V- 0” I/ 
is a model of V?(G) where P(r): @)” V- 0” V is the linear mapping 
defined by 
P(n)(, l )..., s,) = x w-‘(1) 0 .‘. 0 ,~T-l(,,I) 
and (x1 ,..., x,,,) E )o” V, the Cartesian product of m copies of V. 
Since S is idempotent, the dimension of its range is its trace. To compute 
the trace of S we need to know the trace of P(W) for each r E G. Now, Trace 
P(n) is the number of l’s on the diagonal of the n” x c permutation matrix 
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representing P(x) with respect to the basis (1). The (s, s) entry of this matrix 
is 1 if and only if 
Since (1) is a basis we conclude s _ s 0 71 l. Therefore trace P(n) is the number 
of sequences s E r,,,,, which are unchanged by the permutation 7~ (or r-l). 
I f  we view s as a function from {I,..., ml to {I,..., n> then trace P(n) is the 
number of such functions which are constant on the orbits of r, i.e., 
where hi(n) denotes the number of cycles of length i in the disjoint decomposi- 
tion of n and the function c(r) == b,(r) $ ... + b,,(n) is called the +pe of X. 
Thus, 
I 
dim ii,‘!‘(G) = TGT W;o x(n) n c(n) . 
(For a careful treatment of the details, see [4].) 
Botta and Williamson [l] have used (2) to study the similarity of symmetry 
operators. 
The polynomial (2) shows that all symmetry classes in general behave 
somewhat like the special case (G = S,,, , A’ ~~ l rr , the alternating character) 
of the mth exterior power or Grassmann space: JVhen m is fixed and the 
dimension of the underlying vector space I/ is increased the resulting sym- 
metry classes can vanish at only finitely many values of the dimension. 
Westwick [6] has shown that if n < m < 2n then V,“(G) vanishes if 
and only if G contains the full symmetric group on some n + 1 integers in 
Cl,..., m) and the linear character x is nontrivial on this subgroup. 
Formula (2) seems generally difficult to use but we show in Theorems I 
and 2 that it yields simple combinatorial formulae in case G is a cyclic group 
generated by an m-cycle. In Theorem 3 we show that if G is generated by 
disjoint cycles the union of whose orbits is (l,..., m) then the dimension of 
VXi,“‘(G) is given by products of the formulas in Theorems I and 2 which 
depend on the nature of the linear character. 
2. RESULTS 
THEoREnI I. I f  G is a cyclic subgroup of S,, generated by an m-cycle and x 
is the character identically 1 theta 
dim V,“‘(G) = (1 /m) c +(mjd)n” 
(1 !,I 
(3) 
zvheve + is the Euler totient function. 
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Proof. According to (2) the dimension of I/,“(G) is 
(l/m) c ncCg). 
nsc 
The types of elements in G are divisors of m and every divisor of m is a type 
of some element in G. If  m is prime there are only two types. The number of 
elements of type d is the number of positive integers k .< m satisfying 
d = (k, m), i.e., the number of integers k, = R/d satisfying 1 = (k, , m/d). 
The latter is by definition +(m/d). 
We remark that permutation groups which are isomorphic as abstract 
groups may yield quite different symmetry classes if they have different orbits, 
e.g., G = ((12)) in S, and H = ((12)(34)) in S, are isomorphic but 
while 
dim VIZ(G) = n(n + I)/2 
dim 1/14(H) =: nP(n2 + 1)/2. 
Even if G is taken as a subgroup of S, so that c( 12) = 3 the symmetry classes 
are not isomorphic since then dim Vr4(G) = n3(n + 1)/2. 
We call a linear character of a cyclic subgroup of S,, primitive if its value at a 
generator of the subgroup is a primitive mth root of unity. 
THEOREM 2. If G is a cyclic subgroup of S,,, generated by an m-cycle and x 
is a primitive linear character then 
dim V,“(G) = (l/m) c p(m/d)nd 
where p is the M6bius function. 
Proof. I f  rr is an m-cycle then & is also an m-cycle for each positive 
integer Fz such that 1 rm (R, m). For such k, c(&) = I. I f  1 < d == (k, m) 
then 9 has d cycles of length m/d and therefore c(&) = d. Thus (2) implies 
dim Vxm(G) = (1,im) C [ C x(&)] nd. 
djm d=(H,m) 
(5) 
Because x is a primitive linear character, x(J) = X(T)” and 1 = (k, m) implies 
x(T)~ is primitive. For d = 1 the bracketed sum in (5) is the sum of the 
primitive mth roots of unity. This sum was first shown by Gauss [2, p. 521 to 
be the Mobius function p(m). If  1 < d == (K, m) then I = (h/d, m/d). Letting 
k, -= h/d we may write the sum as 
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Now X(V) is a primitive mth root of unity and therefore x(&) is a primitive 
m/dth root of unity. Thus Gauss’ result implies Theorem 2. 
When x is not a primitive character formula (4) fails, e.g., G == <( 1234)) 
and x(1234) = -1. 
THEOREM 3. Let G be any subgroup of G generated by disjoint cycles 
x1 ,..., xI; of orders m, ,..., mL , respectively, and let x be an arbitrary character 
of G. If  m =-- CF=, mi then 
dim VT(G) = fi dim V~~(<~i)) 
i-1 
(7) 
where xi ~~ x ‘cii,) . 
Proof. The right-hand side of (7) is 
k m-1 
!=I, go xi(r’ix‘) d(“:) = : fi xi(nl(‘)) n” 
where the summation is over all mappings 
f: {I,..., k} --f 6 (0 ,..., mi - I> f(i)E{O,...,m, - 1) 
i=, 
and 
By the linearity of x, 
Every element of G has a unique expression of the form g 2: ,l(” ... Z-L(“) 
and m ==: XL1 mi implies c(g) = xf=, c($~)). Thus (2) implies (7). 
It appears unlikely that (2) could yield simple formulas for classes of 
permutation groups more complicated than those of Theorem 3. 
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